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Конструирование автомобильных

танкеров с учетом осевой нагрузки

и боковой устойчивости

А. Пападоджаннис, Т. Хондрос

В статье представлен разработанный метод системного проектиро-

вания, применяемый при конструировании автомобильных танкеров для

перевозки опасных грузов. При расчете были учтены профиль и материал

резервуара, крепление резервуара, нагрузка на оси, боковая устойчи-

вость, а также правила и стандарты, затрагивающие успешное разви-

тие транспорта и безопасность дорожного движения. Предложенный

алгоритм применялся к 4-осевому автомобильному танкеру с одним ре-

зервуаром.

Road Tanker Design for Axle

Load-Share and Lateral Stability

A. Papadogiannis, T. Chondros

A systematic design approach applied to road tankers for transportation of

dangerous goods is developed. Tank cross-section and material, axles’

load-share, tank attachment, lateral stability, and applicability of Regulations

and standards, affecting successful vehicle development and road safety are

incorporated. The algorithm presented applies to 4 axles single unit

road-tankers.

Introduction. Design of road tankers for transporting hazardous goods is

subject to specific regulations and norms, and standard procedures

related to truck configuration, tank cross-section type, wheelbase, number of

axles, and suspension type.Axles load share, roll stability, and vehicle handling

characteristics vary drastically depending on road tanker configuration and

the liquid load carried. Heavy road vehicles are complicated systems with

a variety of possible failure modes, with significant impact on safety, the

infrastructure and the environment [1—4].

Road tankers have a permanent multi-compartment tank fitted to chassis

for the transportation of a range of products, liquids, gases or powders. Body,

the tank for a road tanker, forms a critical element in the overall design spec-

ification, ensuring that vehicle is fit for purpose and performs tasks cost-ef-

fectively. Limited vehicle types are offered with standard vehicle manufactur-

ers’ pre-built bodies. For the majority of vehicle types not offered with

pre-built bodies, buyers specify body, and usually detailed design. Body man-

ufacturers help with tank design specifications and body material, and ap-

propriate chassis configuration. Multi-axle vehicles are used to maximize

weight distribution [5—6].

The relatively low roll stability of commercial trucks promotes rollover

and contributes to the number of truck accidents [3—7]. Roll plane models
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proposed by Rakheja et all [8—9] apply for the

study of heavy vehicles dynamic rollover properties.

Strategies controlling active rollover systems in sin-

gle-unit heavy road vehicles, maximizing roll-sta-

bility, are investigated in [10]. Gross weight limits,

axle weights, and payload limits for heavy vehicles

are discussed in [11—16]. A method for payload op-

timization adopted by a fleet of road tankers is de-

scribed in [17].

Road tankers design requires proper tank

cross-section selection and correct location of the

tank on vehicle chassis at an early design stage. Cir-

cular, elliptical, oval or similarly shaped tanks

cross-sections are regarded as having good struc-

tural integrity for liquid cargo transportation. The

best body size will normally be the smallest one

necessary for the design task, allowing for minor

changes in volume and equipment [18].

Truck chassis manufacturers provide the sug-

gested location of the centre of gravity of the body

and payload in the technical documentation spe-

cific to each vehicle model (chassis-cab drawing).

On the other hand, tank manufacturers have to

specify tank’s cross-section shape and dimensions

to fit a given chassis configuration. Tank shapes

variations distinguish individual tank manufactur-

ers one from another, also influencing road-tankers

gross weight, overall length, wheel-base and axles

load share. In this paper a systematic design algo-

rithm for road tankers design is developed. Al-

though critical design steps are addressed by the al-

gorithm proposed, engineering judgement is re-

quired for a successful road tanker configuration

[19].

The ADR Regulation [20] for road transporta-

tion of dangerous goods and the European norm

EN 13094/1994 [21] provide the guidelines for the

design, construction and testing procedures of road

tankers. Road tankers design prerequisites and legal

constraints are very important issues also concerned

with road safety and product development. Design

of a road-tanker requires confirmation of vehicle’s

behavior in service, type approval requirements,

and application of related regulations, and stan-

dards [22—23]. Safety is of paramount importance

for road tankers transporting dangerous goods.

Safety design features include structural integrity

for the liquid cargo carried the ability of a tanker to

resist fracture, rupture or puncture in case of

roll-over or accident, conformity with specific reg-

ulations in force. A four-axle 33T road-tanker with

eight compartments and tank roof protection is

shown in Figure 1. Design issues must be balanced

against efficiency, load carrying ability and cost [1].

Monitoring road tanker load-carrying capacity

during the design stage ensures that maximum pay-

load does not cause either gross weight or axle over-

loads. Axle overloads are affecting seriously vehi-

cle’s driving behaviour as gross weight overloads do.

Provisions must be made for steering axle minimum

loading in case of a partially loaded, or unloaded

vehicle. Bogie axle maximum weights are complex

and relate to the spacing of the number of close ax-

les, providing maximum weight over the spread of

the close axles. A comprehensive design algorithm

for road-tankers axle load-share is presented in

[24]. Lateral stability associated with transportation

of liquid cargos, imposes specific requirements for

road tankers design [25—28]. A method for identi-

fying road-tankers’ roll stability is described in [4].

A sequential procedure for a four axle 33T

road-tanker design (Figure 1) and design evaluation

is proposed herein. The proposed algorithm deter-

mines tank’s CG position, tank filling capacity, ax-

les load share and roll-over threshold. Vehicles’ de-

sign parameters, and design constraints, are orga-

nized to provide a systematic solution for product

design in conformity with the Regulations in force

for the transportation of dangerous goods.

The method is suitable for application in two

ways: First, by road tankers manufacturers for an

initial determination of the vehicle’s design pa-

rameters, i.e. selection of the proper tank for

a given chassis selection, tank’s cross-section de-Figure 1: Four-axle, 33T gross weight road tanker
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sign, proper positioning of the tank’s CG on the

chassis longitudinal axis to maximize axles load

share and payload capacity, and enhance handling

performance, road safety and power consumption.

Second, as an evaluation tool for the estimation of

the maximum permitted gross-weight and axles

load share of the road tanker and its dynamic be-

haviour for roll-pitch and lateral stability in service.

Road tankers type approval. Vehicles carrying

dangerous goods shall comply with specific design

requirements for vehicles of categories N and O,

[22—23]. Tank-vehicles with fixed tanks with a ca-

pacity of more than 3 m3 intended for the carriage

of dangerous goods in the liquid or molten state

tested with a pressure of less than 4 bar, are tested to

comply with the technical requirements of ECE

Regulation No. 111 [25] for lateral stability. At the

request of the manufacturer or his duly accredited

representative, base vehicles of new motor vehicles

and their trailers which are subject to approval may

be type approved by a competent authority in ac-

cordance with ECE Regulation No. 105 [22] or Di-

rective 98/91/EC [14].

European Standard EN 13094/2004 [21] speci-

fies minimum requirements for the design and con-

struction of metallic tanks with a maximum work-

ing pressure not exceeding 50 kPa gauge used for

the transport of dangerous goods by road and rail,

Tank Code «G» according to the ADR Regulation

[20]. It also includes requirements for a system of

identification of materials used in tank construc-

tion. This standard specifies requirements for open-

ings, closures and structural equipment; and not

service equipment, regulated by different norms

and standards.

For vehicle type certification, the design process

has to be approved by the competent authority, and

specific design requirements for heavy vehicles

transporting dangerous goods must be followed. For

tank-body and equipment, loads must be correctly

distributed longitudinally and transversely on chas-

sis, and appropriate tank-chassis connection tech-

niques [24]. Evaluation of axles loading is essential

to fit the tank body on chassis, influencing vehicle

handling, and safety. Additional requirements in-

clude: 25—30% gross weight distributed on front

axle, maintaining steerability and braking perfor-

mance; cabin to superstructure distance according

to Regulations specifications; limitations in length;

positioning of under-ride guard; rear overhang; axle

load-share; tank filling capacity, road tanker

roll-over threshold; overloading calculation with

100% tank filling, must be stipulated by the relevant

laws and regulations.

Tank design. Initial selection of tank cross-sec-

tion is crucial for tanker design. Cross-sections

shape and dimensions determine area and tank’s

overall length, thus affecting vehicle length and wall

to wall turning radius. Short vehicle overall length

facilitates vehicle’s steering manoeuvres inside gas

stations. Initial selection of an elliptic cross-sec-

tion, with 2 450 mm limit for the long horizontal

principle axis provides a good start for tank design.

Chassis length and cabin configuration yield

constraints related to maximum tank length,

Table I

VEHICLE TYPE N3, 4 AXLES, 33T

WHEELBASE, mm 4 550—5 100

CHASSIS WEIGHT, kg 8 400—9 200

TANK LENGTH, mm 7 400—7 840

TANK WIDTH, mm 2 400—2 500

TANK HEIGHT, mm 1 650—1 840

TANK VOLUME, m3 26—30

TANK WEIGHT (AL), kg 2 500—2 900

WHEELBASE, mm 4 550—5 100

Figure 2: Tank cross-section coordinates
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height, and furthermore, tank cross-section area

providing maximum volume for the substances to

be transported. A review of main design character-

istics of existing N3, 4-axles, 33T gross weight, road

tankers configurations is shown in Table I [4—5].

Tank cross-section design distinguishes tank

manufacturers. The shape of tank cross-section fol-

lowed by most tank manufacturers is elliptic, al-

though circular shapes are gaining interest. Geome-

try of an elliptic cross-section with YZ coordinate

system is shown in Fig. 2. Rv, Rh and W, principal

design variables provide different cross-section

configurations to be evaluated [25—26].

Coordinates of change of curvature, point P, are

given as
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Then, cross-section area is calculated as
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where t — shell thickness.

An algorithm in MATLAB [27] provides a set of

cross-sections configurations for specific constraints

based on the road-tanker to build. Dimensional con-

straints for the tank under design: cross-section max-

imum width and height 2 550 mm and 2 000 mm re-

spectively, tank lengths range 7 000—8 000 mm.

Figure 3 shows two elliptic cross-sections, 2 495 mm /

1 825 mm and 2 400 mm / 1 943 mm, principal axes

dimensions, respectively. Tank dimensions and vol-

ume, and substances carried, determine tank weight

and CG location on tank.

Tank weight depends on the number of compart-

ments and equipment used. A parametric study re-

lating tank cross-section, tank length and tank

weight, provides a set of design solutions for tanks

as shown in Figure 4 [1, 28—29].

At this stage of the design process, chassis and

tank configurations have to be linked, in a way to

fulfil appropriate norms and standards for road

tankers transporting dangerous goods, and further-

more, provide good design characteristics of the

road tanker to be built [1, 28—29]. In this view, tank

location on chassis, axle load share, and lateral sta-

bility have to be evaluated, prior to final detailed de-

sign of the tank and its attachments with chassis.

From Figure 3 appropriate tank providing good de-

sign characteristics of the road tanker configuration.

Tank configurations, similar to the two ones de-

picted in Figure 4, associated with filling capacity,

and the substances carried, result in a variety of

tank lengths, gross-weight and C.G. height, and

consequently, chassis axles load sharing and lateral

stability threshold. Available tank configurations

Figure 3. Selected solutions for two elliptic cross-sections

Figure 4. Tank area, tank length and volume, for various
tank configurations
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from the preceding analysis will be used as a verifi-

cation tool for gross weight; axles load share, and

lateral stability of the road tanker.

33T Road tanker model axles load-share. Selec-

tion of the most appropriate tank superstructure to

fit a specific chassis configuration yields a multi-

tude of possible solutions. The parameters of this

design process are infinitely varied, and therefore

difficult to summarize in a simple design formula

[1, 28—31]. Location of the tank on chassis re-

quires the solution of a set of equilibrium equations

regarding axles load share. Effective axles load

share requires the determination of vehicle mass

with cabin, before fitting the body and equipment

[17—19, 24, 32—34].

Prior to any calculation performed, the vehicle

chassis must be weighed: without the driver, full fuel

tank, handbrake released, and vehicle secured with

chocks. If fitted with air suspension, the vehicle

must be raised to normal driving position, liftable

axles are lowered, and any moving-off aid is not ac-

tuated. Weighing is performed under the following

sequence: front axle(s), rear axle(s) and the whole

vehicle as a whole. Two portable scales may be used

to weigh each axle separately [24].

Dimensions and theoretical wheelbase lt for

a four-axle road tanker are shown in Figure 5, tank

CG located at distance x from drive third axle,

chassis CG located on top of frame between front

steering axles is determined after chassis final selec-

tion.

Theoretical wheelbase lt for the four-axle road

tanker shown in Figure 5 is calculated as [4, 24,

32—33]:

lt= x23+
W x

W W

W x

W W

1 12

1 2

3 34

3 4+
+

+
, (5)

where x12, x23 and x34 is the distance between front

axles 1 and 2, axles 2 and 3, and rear axles 3 and 4

respectively, Wi loading capacity for axle i.

Location a and b of theoretical front and rear

bogies centerlines from axles 2 and 3 are calculated

as:

α=
+

W x

W W

4 34

3 4

; (6)

b =
W x

W W

1 12

1 2+
. (7)

Location of tank on chassis is defined by dis-

tance x, tank’s C.G. from drive axle. This distance

x, is the design variable that defines optimal tank

CG location on chassis. An algorithm developed

provides solutions concerning CG location on

chassis longitudinal axis that have to be related with

road tanker lateral stability parameters. Truck

wheelbase is fixed, or a variable, in this analysis. It

is a variable for design of a new tank truck, or fit-

ment of an existing tank to a new truck. It is fixed

when a new tank is being fitted to an existing vehi-

cle. Distance X, the tank’s CG from rear bogie cen-

terline is calculated as:

X = x + α. (8)

A tank may be designed to haul products with

a range of density. A carrier that does this will often

operate with a partially filled tank at maximum

gross weight, or overloaded if the tank is filled

more than this. Normally, multiple compartment

tanks provide flexibility for transporting variable

density products, by loading full compartments

only, and avoid sloshing of liquid cargo. Load share

ΩF and ΩR for front and rear bogies respectively, is

calculated as:

ΩF =
Ωα f x a

a b x

( )

( )

+

+ + 23

; ΩR =
Ωα f b x x

a b x

( )

( )

+ -

+ +

23

23

, (9)

where Ω is max rated payload and tank weight, and

α f , the tank fill factor. Load sharing Ωf1 and Ωf2 for

front axles 1 and 2, and Ωr1, Ωr2 for rear axles 3 and

4 respectively, is calculated as:

Figure 5: Theoretical wheelbase, main dimensions
for a 33 T 4-axle road tanker
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Payload and body weight share GF and GR, on

front and rear bogies centreline must lay below cor-

responding capacities WF and WR

GF ≤ WF; GR ≤ WR, (11)

where WF and WR front and rear bogie rated

capacity, respectively.

Equations (15) yield

WF ≥ ΩF + ARFRONT; WR ≥ ΩR + ARREAR, (12)

where ARFRONT and ARREAR chassis and cab curb

weight axles load share.

Solution of Equations (5—12) for different tank

configurations, varying tank filling factor αf, and

tank CG position x, is shown in Figure 6. Tank de-

sign parameters in relation with vehicle chassis

characteristics yield a set of axles load share values,

under the following assumptions: reaction road

forces are applied at the center of the tires, vehicle

structure is assumed to be rigid, vehicle is symmet-

ric about its centerline, and lateral deflection of the

suspension is negligible. Figure 6, left, shows ratio

of front and rear bogies load-share versus rated ca-

pacity respectively, for varying tank filling factor

and tank CG position. Front axle load share versus

gross weight corresponds to lines with upwards in-

clination to the right.

Figure 6, right, shows front and rear axle

load-share versus road tanker gross weight ratio, for

varying tank filling factor and tank CG position.

Front axle load share corresponds to lines with up-

wards inclination to the right. Points of intersection

of lines with high load share factors (in the range of

90—95%) correspond to preferable tank CG dis-

tance from drive axle. Other design restrictions (i.e.

cabin-tank clearance, rear overhang limit) may lead

to different tank CG distance from drive axle, this

resulting in lower axles load-share. As a design rule,

points of intersection of similar axles load-share

factors have to be selected. This guarantees that

similar overloading factors of front and rear axles

are expected, in case of road-tanker overloading.

From Figure 6 tank’s CG location on chassis longi-

tudinal axis is now feasible. Any other design re-

strictions and regulations limitations concerning

tank location on chassis must be considered at this

stage.

Figure 6: Four-axle 33 T road tanker, 24 m
3

tank. Left: Front bogie — rear bogie load factor versus tank CG-drive axle
distance and filling factor. Right: Front bogie — rear bogie load/gross weight
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Furthermore, the algorithm stores data similar

to those depicted in Figure 6 for road-tanker’s per-

formance and various filling factors. This is quite

helpful for logistics and safety engineers for plan-

ning loading and unloading of multi-compartments

road tankers. The large number of tank compart-

ments, enhances transportation safety, since fully

loaded compartments prevent liquid cargo sloshing.

4-Axle road tanker lateral stability. Tank posi-

tion, apart from axles load share, affects roll stabil-

ity of the road-tanker, both on vehicle dynamic re-

sponse and lateral stability and associated factors

resulting in lateral shift of the centre of gravity (axle

roll stiffness, suspension roll stiffness, height of the

centre of gravity, track width, size and weight vari-

ables) [1, 35—38]. A combined mathematical

model-experimental method was incorporated to

assess compliance of the road tanker under design

with ECE-111 Regulation [4, 39]. Dynamic roll-

over indicators in terms of Critical Distance Ratio

(CDR) are used for the calculation of static rollover

threshold, the steady lateral acceleration which

causes rollover of the vehicle. Figure 6 shows a sim-

ple static roll plane model with two degrees of free-

dom: sprung mass and unsprung mass roll angles (θu

and θs), ms sprung mass, mu unsprung mass, HCGs

sprung mass CG height, HCGu unsprung mass CG

height, m roll center height, CDRi axle i roll stiffness

due to tires vertical stiffness, CDRi roll stiffness of

axle i due to suspension vertical stiffness.

Total roll stiffness (CDREST) resisting on roll mo-

tion is contributed by vertical stiffness of suspension

springs (FGVi) and suspension components stiffness,

other than springs, i.e. trailing arm systems in air

suspensions, anti-roll bars in steel steering axle sus-

pensions, tires vertical stiffness (FRvi) [36—39].

Taking moments about each roll centre in Figure 6,

and assuming small rotation angles, two equations

of motion can be derived:

msqcHCGs + muqcHCGu + msg(HCGs – m)θtot =

=(CDRi – msgm – mugHCGu)θu; (13)

ms(HCGs – m)qc+(msg(HCGs – m)+CDGi)θtot =

= –CDGiθu, (14)

where θtot and θu roll angles of sprung and unsprung

masses respectively. Equations (13) and (14) yield

rollover threshold as:

( )[
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C m gH m g

c s CGs
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H C
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/
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Rollover threshold is defined as the lateral accel-

eration when one wheel lifts off ground. At this

condition, unsprung mass roll angle is:

Figure 7: Road-tanker at tilted position for ECE-111
Regulation compliance study

Figure 8: Four-axle 33 T road tanker 28.4 m
3

tank.
Maximum tank CG height versus tank CG — drive axle

distance. Left: Front bogie — rear bogie load factor
versus tank CG-drive axle distance and filling factor.

Right: Front bogie — rear bogie load factor versus gross
weight



θu = (ms + mu)g/FRViT, (16)

where T track width, FRVi tire stiffness. Substituting

(16) into (15) yields road-tanker’s rollover thresho-

ld [39].

This simplified model is not dynamically similar

to road tanker under design, because: (i) it only has

one axle, and therefore does not account for the ef-

fects of multiple axles, including roll/torsion and

bounce/pitch coupling; (ii) its inertia is all concen-

trated above the suspension. Nevertheless, this

model is representative of the parameters affecting

rollover stability of the road-tanker under design,

providing a very good estimate of lateral stability

characteristics at this design stage.

An algorithm developed in MATLAB environ-

ment [27] was used for a parametric solution of

Equations (13—16) for road tanker axles share, ver-

sus varying tank CG location and tank configura-

tions developed previously, and results are shown in

Figure 8. The curve in Figure 8 represents tank CG

heights for which critical roll-over angle, 23 degrees

as defined by Regulation R-111, occur for the

road-tanker. Then tank CG height has to be se-

lected in the area below the curve, yielding the as-

sociated tank CG-drive-axle distance. In the same

Figure 8, two lines represent solutions of the system

of Equations (5—12) corresponding to axles

load-share depending on tank CG distance from

drive axle. Front — rear bogies loading is denoted

by load factor, the ratio of bogie loading versus

rated bogie loading.

Tank design. From the preceding analysis, an

eight compartments Al-5186 H111 tank detailed design

and stress analysis is performed with a commercially

56 2013. ¹ 5
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Figure 9: Stress concentration for 2g braking, 1g lateral acceleration, 2g vertical upwards acceleration,

and — 1g vertical downwards acceleration
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available finite elements algorithm (Figure 9). Material

properties: Young’s modulus E = 69,50 GPa, Poisson

ratio ν = 0,33, tensile strength Su = 275 MPa, yield

strength Sy = 125 MPa, elongation (20%) A = 24,

material density ρ = 2 720 kg/m3, welding factor λ =

= 0,80. Loading cases corresponding to those pro-

posed by the ADR Regulation and EN 13094/2004

were incorporated to the analysis. Tank is filled with

liquid cargo 845 kg/m3 density, internal vapor pres-

sure 0,150 bar, static pressure test 0,400 bar, external

pressure –0,030 bar, loadings corresponding to:

braking 2g, lateral acceleration 1g, vertical upwards

acceleration 2g, vertical downward acceleration –1g.

Stress concentration results for various loading

conditions are shown in Figure 9. Stresses corre-

spond to braking (up), lateral (middle) and vapor

pressure (down). Loadings were compared with cal-

culations suggested by EN 13094/2004 [21] per-

formed with the aid of a spreadsheet, and were well

below rated stresses and safety factor recommended.

Tank loading description and Finite Elements

Analysis provide data for a detailed tank design,

calculation of supports and attachments with chas-

sis, tank weight, manholes and equipment location

on tank. From this stage of the design process on-

wards, detailed configuration of the road tanker fol-

lows [1, 28—31].

Synthesis. A four axle 33T gross weight, N3 road

tanker according to UN standardization [13—14,

20—23], chassis weight with cabin 9 200 kg, 10 000 mm

Figure 10: 33T 4-axle road tanker, design, test vehicle, finished vehicle
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maximum length, 2 500 mm wide, will be investi-

gated here. Design constraints for the road tanker

are given as: maximum vehicle length 10 m,

cross-section maximum width and height 2 550 mm

and 2 000 mm respectively.

From Figure 3, tank cross-sections configura-

tions are evaluated and related to tank lengths in

the range 7 000 mm — 8 000 mm, providing tank

volumes (Figure 4). The algorithm calculates tank

weight and cargo load, and compares chassis and

cabin kerb weight, to keep road tanker gross-weight

below 33T. This procedure yields a range of cross

sections, tank lengths and weights. For the vehicle

chassis adopted above and Figures 3 and 4,

cross-section with the following characteristics is se-

lected: cross-section curvature radii R1 = 1 792 mm,

R2 = 810 mm, tank width W = 2 495 mm, tank

height H = 1 826 mm, tank length L = 7 610 mm,

volume V = 28,4 m3, cross section perimeter S =

= 6 912 mm, cross section area A = 3 652 m2. Radii

of curvature R1 and R2 conform to paragraph 6.2.1

of EN13094/2004 (R1 < 3m, R2 < 2m). From tank

dimensions and material aluminium alloy 5 186

H-111, 8 compartments, and appropriate equipment

and control devices, tank weight yields 2 700 kg.

From the diagrams in Figures 6, and 9, the tank

CG-drive axle distance is selected in a way that load

share versus rated capacity for both axles bogies is

around 1.0, it conforms to the range permitted by

truck manufacturer, the ADR [20—22] and

ECE-111 [26—28, 35—38] requirements. For vehi-

cles with a rear lift axle, it must be considered that,

with this axle in the raised position, the effective

wheelbase is reduced, whereas the rear overhang is

increased. It is therefore required that the centre of

gravity of body and payload is located in front of the

centreline of the driving axle. Tank detailed design

and location of tank CG on chassis leads to the de-

tailed drawing of chassis and tank and road-tanker

synthesis (Figure 10) [1, 28—34, 39—40].

Conclusions

The proposed algorithm can be used as a design

and evaluation tool from tank manufacturers either

for optimum chassis selection for an existing tank

type or design of a new tank to be fitted on existing

vehicle chassis. The method ensures payload maxi-

mization, a sensible load distribution among axle

bogies, and furthermore, provides an estimation of

the road tanker’s handling and roll-over character-

istics from an early design stage.

With the algorithm developed the superstruc-

tures’ CG positioning is determined in both longi-

tudinal and vertical plane, providing vehicle and su-

perstructure design, as well as road-tanker’s opera-

tional characteristics in a complete form. The

method applies to vehicles with 4 axles and can be

easily adapted for three-axle and two axle sin-

gle-unit road-tankers.
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